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The year is 1938—two years since Sophie, Molly, Mark, Harriet, Leticia, and Posy made

international headlines when they uncover the buried treasure of the notorious Brother XII.

Since then, life has been decidedly un-exciting for the adventure-loving crew, who feel more at

home on the rolling deck of a sailboat than in their stuffy boarding school. But once again,

Uncle Bert (a.k.a. Captain Gunn) comes to the rescue when he invites the whole gang on

another holiday abroad.The kids trade in their pirate capsfor cowboy hats and head off on a

cattle drive in Interior BC. But when they run into a familiar villain, the trip takes an ominous

turn culminating in a dangerous mission to an old mine. Will their adventurous ways get the

better of the kids this time, or will fortune smile upon them yet again?

Book DescriptionCreepy cowboys, cattle drives and backcountry adventures abound in the

action-packed sequel to Brother XII's Treasure. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.ReviewThe Silver Lining picks readers up at page one and drops us into a different

time. From BC's stunning coast to the hot, dry cattle country of the Okanagan, we are treated

to the sights, sounds, smells, and tastes of the late 1930s. With a gang of English children as

our guides, we meet real cowboys and join a cattle drive through the dusty, rolling hills of BC's

Interior.(Dayle Campbell Gaetz, author of Taking the Reins 2016-09-01)“Spottiswoode excels

at describing BC landscapes in rich detail, allowing readers to be transported from the

sparkling shores of English Bay, to the dusty expanses of Merritt while reading this book. Molly

March’s charming black and white illustrations lend additional visual context to the narrative,

acting as detailed snapshots of important plot points.”(Chloe Humphreys Resource Links

2017-04-01)“Young readers will have fun discovering some of their favourite locales in kids’

historical novel...The adventure takes readers to Douglas Lake Ranch, Fintry and O’Keefe

Ranch, all locales that many will recognize and quite possibly have visited themselves.”(Vernon

Morning Star 2017-04-19) --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Inside

Flapcowboys, ranching, adventure, horseback riding, early aviation, silver mining, 1930s --This

text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back Covercowboys, ranching, adventure,

horseback riding, early aviation, silver mining, 1930s --This text refers to the paperback

edition.About the AuthorBorn and raised in England, Amanda Spottiswoode was taught to sail

as a child by the Royal Navy on the River Thames. After immigrating to Canada and ultimately

settling on Salt Spring Island, she realized her childhood dream of exploring a rugged coastline

by boat. Her yearly voyages on the thirty-four-foot wooden sloop South Islander were the

inspiration for her first children's book, Brother XII's Treasure. Its sequel, The Silver Lining, was

inspired by her lifelong love of horses and keen interest in ranching history. Amanda lives on

Salt Spring Island, British Columbia.Molly March is an accomplished painter and set designer.

She is the illustrator and mapmaker of Brother XII's Treasure and its sequel, The Silver Lining,

both written by Amanda Spottiswoode. She lives in Coldstream, British Columbia. --This text

refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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the places and people I write about in this book are based on real places and people, though I

have altered some details to fit the story. The Quilchena Hotel opened in 1908 and closed its

doors to the public in 1920. It remained a private home for the next forty years, before

reopening as a hotel in the 1960s. In the story, I have made it an operating hotel in 1938. I

stayed at the Quilchena in 1977, when a room cost fourteen dollars, and I remember being

fascinated by the bullet holes in the hotel bar! I went riding up in the hills behind the hotel and

saw several abandoned silver mines. Because of that experience, I imagined my fictional

children and Captain Gunn staying in that grand old building and exploring silver mines on their

journey. Regardless of whether it was a hotel or a home, it remains a great historical

landmark.The High Farm is also a real place. Friends of mine have lived there for more than

thirty years. The unusual round barn at Fintry still stands in what is now a provincial park, but

the orchards and cattle are long gone.Joe Coultee, Frank and Kenny Ward, the Laird of Fintry,

and Tierney O’Keefe are all people who were alive and well and living in the Merritt/Okanagan

area in 1938. Jim Richardson and Jim Spilsbury were both pioneer aviators of the era, though I

have started Jim Spilsbury’s career a few years before he actually began flying. It was my good

fortune that so many interesting people were living in the exact time that I wanted to set this

story, which takes place two years after the adventure in my first book, Brother XII’s Treasure.

All the other characters, including Captain Gunn and the children, are entirely

fictional.PROLOGUEApril 20, 1938THE SYLVIA HOTELVancouver, British Columbia

CanadaDear Molly and Leticia,How would you feel about another Canadian adventure?

Knowing you the way I do, I’m fairly certain that the answer to that question will be a

resounding “Yes!”I have an idea for an adventure, but I’m not going to spoil the fun by laying all

my cards on the table. Your mother, Mrs. Phillips, and I have already been in correspondence

and have agreed to let you loose once again on the unsuspecting Canadian public. Fortunately,

Sophie has proved to be responsible beyond her years, otherwise your respective mothers

might not be so keen on allowing these transatlantic adventures. Remember this and give

Sophie the respect she deserves.You will be boarding the Empress of Britain a few days after

school term finishes in the middle of July, and you’ll be back in England for the start of the

autumn term at the end of September. Canada still does not have official passenger travel on

airplanes, but I think I can convince our old friend Jim Richardson to fly you on one of his

freight runs from Montreal to Vancouver since he got some wonderful publicity out of your last

flight with him. You are a lucky bunch!I look forward to seeing you in Vancouver.All the best

from your Uncle Bertc.c. Mark, Sophie, Harriet, and PosyApril 26, 1938AN

CUILEANNPlocktonScotlandDear Uncle Bert,We are packing already! Mother is making us

bring pretty dresses again for the ocean voyage, but we are sure that whatever adventure you

have planned for us won’t involve getting dressed up! Too bad you won’t tell us what we’ll be up

to, but we suppose not knowing is part of the fun!Sophie, Harriet, Mark, and Posy are thrilled,

too, and we MacTavishes have agreed to be particularly nice to Sophie and not tease her too

much about being responsible and organized!You really are the best uncle ever!Your loving



nieces, Molly and LeticiaCHAPTER ONETHE START OF ANOTHER ADVENTURESummer

1938The huge silver plane swung low over Georgia Strait and lined up for the runway at

Vancouver’s airport. Molly, who was sitting by the window, suddenly pointed.“Look,” she said. “I

think I can see Porlier Pass!”The others craned their necks to catch a glimpse of the narrow

pass between Galiano and Valdes Islands, which they had traversed at the beginning of their

last adventure on the West Coast two years ago.The plane settled its bulk down onto the

runway with barely a bump, a testament to the flying skills of the pilot, Jim Richardson. The

children were sitting at the front of a plane that was mostly carrying cargo, and had flown with

Jim from Montreal where he had delivered mail and picked up goods bound for points west.

The trip from Southampton to Vancouver, via ocean liner and airplane, had taken them a total

of seven days. Their last trip to Canada had taken ten days, including four days on a

train.SADLY, NINETEEN-YEAR-OLD Ian Phillips, the oldest of the Phillips clan, was not joining

the children on this epic journey to British Columbia. He had just graduated from the naval

college at Dartmouth and was waiting for his first posting. There was no way he would be

granted two months’ leave to make the trip. He was now officially grown up. He was still

interested in the adventure, though, and the others promised to send him lots of letters and

postcards from Canada.The last two years had seen all the children, not just Ian, grow and

change and develop new interests. Fifteen-year-old Molly MacTavish had started flying

lessons, using her share of the reward money for finding Brother XII’s treasure. She was a

natural, and her instructor was confident she would pass her flight exams and get her pilot

licence when she turned sixteen.Leticia MacTavish was growing out of the role of older sister’s

sidekick. Now thirteen years old, she was curious about the world and loved learning new

things. Unlike Molly, Leticia didn’t mind sitting still for hours in a classroom memorizing

everything from the lifecycle of a frog to the English kings and queens going back to King

Arthur. Someday she hoped to become a great scholar; she just didn’t know what subject she

would study yet.Fourteen-year-old Mark MacTavish had a one-track mind (well, two-track if you

counted his love of food). He knew his future would involve engines. He had spent many hours

laying tracks for his model railway in the cellar at An Cuileann, building set pieces and running

his trains with accompanying whistles and bells.At fifteen and a half, Sophie Phillips was a very

keen Girl Guide. Her uniform was almost completely covered with the badges she had earned.

Her most prized ones were for First Aid and Cookery, but she had also earned some fairly

obscure ones such as Commonwealth Knowledge, Child Nurse, and Embroideress. Because

she was so naturally responsible (or, as Molly might put it, bossy), Sophie was always in

charge of the younger children on their camping trips and other adventures. She made sure

everyone brushed their teeth, bathed, and went to bed on time. She not only cooked their

meals but also tended to their scrapes and bruises (and, on one memorable occasion, a

gunshot wound) with her trusty first-aid kit. She used to do all the chores and all the cleaning

up, too, but ever since their last trip to Canada, the other children had learned to pitch in and

do their part to help. They had seen another side of Sophie on that trip—the side with the short

temper! And they knew it would be better for everyone involved if they divided up the tasks

from then on. Sophie now felt much more like an explorer and much less like a general

dogsbody to the rest of the crew.After she got home from Canada the last time, thirteen-year-

old Harriet Phillips had written down the story of their adventures, illustrated with drawings and

maps of their travels. Mr. and Mrs. Phillips had been so impressed with their daughter that they

had had it printed and bound, and last Christmas everyone in the two families received a copy.

Harriet loved drawing and writing, and she thought she might like to become a children’s author

and illustrator.The youngest of the children, ten-year-old Posy Phillips, was now pony mad. She



and her two sisters took riding lessons at school, but she was the only one who was

passionate about horses. She spent every spare minute at the school stables, grooming the

little bay Welsh pony that she took lessons on. His name was Whisky, as he was the colour of

that famous Scottish drink. Even though Posy shared him with several other small girls, she

thought of him as her pony. She had been begging her parents to buy her a pony of her own,

but so far they had not relented. She wasn’t giving up.THE VOYAGE ACROSS the Atlantic by

ocean liner had unfolded much like the last time. The children felt like seasoned transatlantic

travellers, and although they enjoyed the voyage, they couldn’t wait to get to Vancouver to find

out what Captain Gunn had planned for them.The flight across Canada took twenty hours, with

several stops along the way. They left at 6:00 a.m. from Montreal and followed the sun

westwards so that almost the entire flight was in daylight. The weather was mostly clear, and

they were able to see endless rolling prairie, towering mountains, and eventually the clear blue

waters of the Pacific Ocean. Molly spent a good portion of the flight sitting in the jump seat

behind the captain, asking him loads of questions: What was the worst weather he had ever

flown through? How old did you have to be to get a pilot’s licence in Canada? What score had

he gotten on his final flying exam? What did he think about female pilots? Did he believe

Amelia Earhart was still alive somewhere? The poor pilot could barely concentrate on flying the

plane while answering Molly’s questions to her satisfaction. He was relieved when Mark

insisted on taking Molly’s place in the jump seat, but that relief didn’t last long before Mark

started in on his questions about the inner workings of the plane’s engine!At each stop,

everyone disembarked onto the runway, and Sophie made the children stretch their legs, circle

their arms, and do jumping jacks to get the kinks out.“Gosh, anyone would think you were a

gym teacher,” quipped Leticia.On one stretch between stops, Leticia tried to get everyone to

look out the window and play I Spy, but the plane was moving so fast that it was impossible to

keep the thing being “spied” in sight long enough for the others to guess what it

was.Meanwhile, Posy was rapidly growing bored, irritable, and tired. Sophie had come armed

with Posy’s favourite books, a sketchpad, and coloured pencils, but nothing seemed to draw

the usually sweet little girl out of her foul mood.“I know it’s only taking one day to get to

Vancouver instead of four days on the train, but flying is really, really boring,” whined Posy,

kicking the seat in front of her. “And noisy,” she added, speaking loudly over the roar of the

engines.Sophie sighed, lamenting the fact that Girl Guides didn’t have a badge for entertaining

restless children on long plane trips. If only Posy could just sleep for the rest of the trip. Then

suddenly she had an idea.“Let’s play. . . er . . . ‘Imagine,’” she said.“‘Imagine’?” Posy asked.

“What’s that?”“It’s a game where you close your eyes and imagine a scene in your head and

then you . . . uh . . . describe certain details about it.”Posy looked at her sister as if she was

crazy. That sounded more like a school assignment than a game.“Now, why don’t you close

your eyes and imagine . . . er . . . I know! Imagine whole a row of ponies jumping over a

fence.”Posy looked doubtfully at Sophie, but eventually obeyed because there was nothing else

to do.“Can you see the ponies?” Sophie asked.“Yes, they all look just like Whisky!” Posy perked

up, her eyes fluttering open.“No, no, you must keep your eyes closed,” Sophie warned. “Good.

Now how many can you count?”“One . . . two . . . three . . .” Posy began, her brow furrowed as

she concentrated on the imaginary ponies.“Good, good. Now keep counting them,” Sophie

said, amazed that her plan might actually work on a ten-year-old.“ . . . seven . . . eight . . .” Posy

continued, her voice getting dreamy. By the time she reached “thirty-four” she was whispering,

and her brow was smooth. By “sixty-two” she was fast asleep, her mind far away in pony-

land.Sophie breathed a sigh of relief and settled in for the remainder of the journey in

peace.Finally, and none to soon for everyone except Molly, the plane rolled to a stop outside



the terminal building in Vancouver. As soon as a set of steps had been pushed up to the

plane’s door, the children descended onto the runway, where Captain Gunn awaited

them.“Jolly glad to see you all!” he exclaimed as he greeted them. “Let’s get your luggage and

go to the hotel.”Dusk had finally given way to a velvety night, the lights of the airport competing

with a blanket of stars and a sickle moon that had risen over the waters of Georgia Strait. The

children were very tired, but the excitement of the arrival was enough to keep them awake as

the taxi took them from the airport to the hotel.Captain Gunn had stayed for several months at

the Sylvia Hotel while writing his last book, which was inspired by the discovery of Brother XII’s

treasure. He had arrived back in Canada a couple of months earlier and settled into the same

apartment he had occupied before. It wasn’t the poshest of places, but it had the luxury of

being located right across the street from the beach.“You can’t see much right now, but that’s

English Bay out there,” said Captain Gunn when they and their luggage had finally made it up

to the apartment. “Last time you were here, we sailed out of Burrard Inlet to your right, and

headed across English Bay into Georgia Strait. The bridge you saw under construction is

almost finished now, and it’s a marvel. You have to hand it to those engineers!”Posy had

plopped onto the sofa and fallen asleep. Sophie covered her with a blanket and the rest of the

crew collapsed onto their beds and were asleep in minutes.“WAKEY, WAKEY, YOU lazybones,”

called Captain Gunn at 10:00 the next morning. “I didn’t bring you halfway around the world to

lie in bed!”The children were soon washed and dressed and sitting around the breakfast table

looking out over English Bay. The bay was dotted with sailboats, rowing boats, large ships

heading into and out of Burrard Inlet, and any small vessel that could get its owners out on the

brilliant blue waters. The children could feel a delicious warm breeze wafting in through the

open window. The beach below was already busy with families setting up their spots for the day

with deck chairs, umbrellas, picnic hampers, and children’s toys. It looked a bit like an English

seaside scene, except that no English resort had seemingly endless forests that climbed

higher and higher towards the towering mountain peaks. The beach below them also boasted a

pier and concrete bathhouse, with ice cream vendors manoeuvring for the best positions along

the shore and a small herd of donkeys giving rides on the beach to the smaller children.“We’ve

got a wonderful day ahead,” said Captain Gunn. “I think you should all go out and spend some

time on the beach and then later we are meeting up with some old friends for a picnic. Actually,

they call them barbeques here, so we’d better get with the lingo! We are going to cook one of

your favourite Canadian delicacies, hamburgers, on the grill.”“Who’s coming?” asked

Harriet.“Let me see,” said Captain Gunn pulling a crumpled piece of paper out of his pocket.

“There’s Joe, our old friend from DeCourcy Island, and his wife, Maggie, who you will be glad

to hear is now living at home again. It took a bit a persuading, but Jasper Peabody has come

down from Mink Island, and Pete the Mountie will be here, too. I’ve invited Mr. Schroeder from

the Hotel Vancouver and Mr. Goldstein, our lawyer. Hope they can both make it. Oh, and Jim

Spilsbury is flying down from Savary Island. It should be quite a party!”The children quickly

changed into their bathing suits, grabbed some towels, and headed down to the beach where

they found a spot to leave their shoes and towels before racing down to the water.“Ow, it’s

freezing,” shrieked Molly, who had been the first to plunge into the water.The others hesitated,

but they were all intrepid explorers, and a bit of cold water wasn’t going to stop them. Soon

they were all swimming and playing, and the air was so warm that they quickly forgot the initial

shock of jumping into the Pacific Ocean.Captain Gunn was comfortably ensconced in a deck

chair on the beach, with his hat tipped over his nose and his feet bare. The children joined him,

shivering and jumping up and down, and he gave a tremendous whistle to summon the nearest

ice cream seller.“Not sure if ice cream is the right thing to warm you up, but I’m sure you all



remember how delicious Canadian ices are.”Sitting on the sand in the full sun with their huge

cones, they were warm again in no time.LATER THAT AFTERNOON the whole crew headed

towards Stanley Park, a short walk away along the beachfront road. In some ways the park

resembled those they knew in England, complete with bowling green, lawns, flowerbeds, and

paths winding here and there, but it also had the element of wilderness that they had first

experienced on their last visit to Canada. The lawns and flowerbeds made way in the distance

to dense forest, but their destination was close to the beach with a picnic area and firepits. As

guests arrived, everyone started sharing stories from their previous adventures and catching

up on the news of the past two years.The previous Christmas Leticia had received a Kodak

Brownie camera and had taken a couple of rolls of practice film before leaving on their trip. She

felt confident enough to line everyone up and take a couple of shots. She even asked a passer

by to take a third one with her in the group, and she hoped that one would turn out all right

when she had the film developed. She was determined to document their adventures and

make an album when she got home.It was a wonderful evening that only ended when Sophie

noticed that all the younger members of the party were yawning. It had been a very busy

couple of days and they were suddenly extremely tired. The children left the grown-ups still

chatting around the campfire and walked back to the hotel, where they fell into their beds. Just

before she fell asleep, Molly sat bolt upright.“We still don’t know what Uncle Bert has planned

for us,” she said.“Don’t worry,” replied Leticia. “He’s bound to have something good up his

sleeve. He’s never let us down yet.”THE NEXT MORNING after the crew had finished their

hearty Canadian breakfast, and after Captain Gunn had filled and lit his pipe, he leaned back

in his chair and spilled the beans.“Some of you might be sorry to hear this, but we are going to

turn our backs on the ocean for the time being and embark on an entirely new adventure.”Molly

glanced out of the window at the enticing view of ocean and the dozens of sailboats out in the

bay taking advantage of the summer weather, and looked her uncle square in the eye.“You

know that I am a sailor at heart, Uncle Bert, but even sailors have to spend time ashore, and I

think you must have something pretty exciting up your sleeve.”Captain Gunn eyed his niece

and chuckled.“Very diplomatic, my dear,” he said, “and you are quite right, I do have a pretty

exciting adventure planned. And I don’t think any of you could have guessed what it is in a

hundred years! You all know about my books. Well, it seems my readers can’t get enough, and

I’ve been racking my brains trying to come up with something interesting enough to tempt my

publisher. Actually, I didn’t really need to tempt them. They were very relieved that I had

another idea since they are making a lot of money off me. So,” and here he paused.“Don’t

tease us,” said Leticia. “Come on, out with it.”Captain Gunn sat forward in his chair and

continued.“All of you would be forgiven in thinking that the age of the cowboy has been left

behind, along with gun slinging and other activities associated with the Wild West. You’d be

mistaken, however, because the cowboy is alive and well and living in the Interior of British

Columbia. There are some massive ranches up there, some as big as entire counties in

England, and they run thousands of cattle. Those hamburgers you devoured last night probably

started life on one of those ranches. One of the biggest is the Douglas Lake Ranch near

Merritt, and I’ve been corresponding with them.“My next book is going to be a history of cattle

ranching and the modern cowboy. I’m also very interested in how they move hundreds of cattle

from one spot to another and so have arranged for us all to accompany a herd of cattle from

Merritt over to the Okanagan Lake. We,” and here he glanced round at the children’s faces, “are

going to go on a mounted cattle drive, complete with cowboy camping and cookouts!”Posy had

turned several shades of pink and her eyes sparkled as she realized that of all the children,

she knew the most about horses. The youngest she might be, but she could beat Molly hands



down on any quiz about riding or horse care.Captain Gunn read her thoughts and turned to the

rest of the crew.“We happen to have our own horse expert as part of our crew, so Posy is going

to take on the role of horse master in our group. I don’t think anyone,” and here he glanced

sternly at Molly, “can second guess her when it comes to matters of the horse.”Posy was

ecstatic. Finally she had become a valuable member of the crew, and not just the baby along

for the ride. She couldn’t wait.“What about the rest of you who can’t ride as well as I can?” she

said.“Everyone, and that includes me, is going to take riding lessons for a few days before we

leave on the cattle drive. We are going to stay at the Quilchena Hotel, which is near the

Douglas Lake Ranch and where they have horses and cattle of their own which are going to

join the drive. Not sure how I’ll manage, or even if they can find a horse that won’t collapse

under me, but they’ve assured me that they have a large selection of horses. We’ll all be

assigned one and will care for it and take lessons on it during our stay.”The crew all started

chattering and asking questions, but Captain Gunn had said all he was going to say about the

upcoming adventure.“Tomorrow we are going to take the train to Nicola, which is just outside of

Merritt. Today I’d like Sophie to supervise repacking your bags. You can leave anything

associated with fancy dinners and parties behind, and just take shorts and shirts and one

sweater each. I’ve heard it can get cool in the evenings, although you will have to prepare

yourselves for some pretty extreme heat during the day. The climate in the Interior is quite

different from what you have experienced on the coast. This afternoon we are all going to go

downtown and fix everyone up with a pair of blue jeans, suitable for riding. The Quilchena Hotel

has a general store attached and they’ve assured me that we can get kitted out with boots and

hats there.”THAT AFTERNOON THE whole party boarded the streetcar that took them

downtown to the Army and Navy store. It was chock-full of fascinating stuff, especially in the

camping department, but Captain Gunn assured them that the hotel would be able to supply

them with all the camping gear they and the cowboys would need. They were solely shopping

for blue jeans.They had only ever seen jeans in the cowboy movies they had occasionally

watched, so they were all excited about having a pair of their own. One thing was certain: they

would be the only children back home who owned genuine blue jeans. The store had a huge

display in all sizes, and eventually they were able to find ones to fit everyone. Sophie guessed

at Ian’s size so they could take a pair back to England for him. Captain Gunn posed a bit of a

problem, as he was distinctly lacking in a waist, so any pair big enough was in danger of falling

down. He solved this problem by buying a bright red pair of logger’s suspenders, which when

attached to the jeans kept them in the spot where his waist would have been, had he had one.

He couldn’t resist the colourful checked loggers’ shirts and bought one each for the children in

the smallest sizes available, but unfortunately they didn’t come in children’s sizes, so Posy and

Harriet (who was small for her age) had to do without. Captain Gunn also bought a small duffel

bag for each of them.Back at the hotel Sophie supervised the repacking and soon their

baggage was reduced to fit into their new duffel bags. Molly was delighted to be leaving the

frocks behind that her mother had once again insisted on them packing. All the girls had worn

dresses every evening for dinner on the ocean liner, but now there would be no need for them.

Cowboys, or even children accompanying cowboys, had no need of pretty frocks. The hotel

would store the rest of their luggage until they returned to Vancouver.“Don’t forget to pack your

toothbrushes and hair brushes,” Sophie reminded everyone. “I’ll take one tin of toothpowder for

us all to share and I have a big bar of soap in a case.”The bags were piled neatly by the door,

and after an early supper and a quick walk down to the beach, Sophie ushered everyone off to

bed.
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